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Garden-path (GP) sentences, such as (1a), have been studied intensely for over four 

decades, yielding considerable insight into human sentence processing and driving the 

development of all major current theories of human sentence parsing. Tabor et al. 

(2004) identified a somewhat different structure: the "local coherence" structure (1c). 

Tabor and colleagues provided evidence showing that processing difficulty arises in 

response to the "merely local coherent" string 'the player tossed' despite the fact that 

preceding sentence content should rule out any parse other than a reduced relative 

structure. One aspect of local coherence (LC) that it is not clear is how much, if at all, 

LC effects differ from GP effects. Descriptively, what distinguishes LC from GPs is 

that in LCs, previous syntactic context should rule out the misparse of the locally 

coherent substring. 

 

(1) a. The player tossed the ball was tackled by the other team. 

b. The player who was tossed the ball was tackled by the other team. 

c. The other team tackled the player tossed the ball. 

d. The other team tackled the player who was tossed the ball.  

e. Did the player toss the ball? 

 

This experiment is to our knowledge the first to directly compare GP and LC 

structures using eye-tracking to examine online processing and comprehension 

questions (1e) to probe interpretation of "ambiguous" (1a, c) and "disambiguated" (1b, 

d) GP and LC sentences. The offline comprehension probes are critical in this analysis 

of the sentence types, as it has been shown that comprehension for other GP structures 

is often well below what is assumed in studies in which only online measures are 

considered (Christianson et al., 2001, 2006; Christianson & Luke, 2011).  

  

The analyses of online data (residualized fixation durations on the critical regions in 

each sentence type, shown in italics in (1)) showed large effects of "ambiguity," with 

elevated reading times on all measures for sentences like (1a) and (1c) compared to 

(1b, 1d), respectively. Most eye movement measures were not significantly different 

between the sentence types, though first fixations on critical LC regions were longer 

than on corresponding critical GP regions. (See Table 1 for descriptive data.) 

 

The offline measures were striking: Participants were well below chance for both 

types of "ambiguous" sentences (19% GP, 14% LC), and did not rise significantly 

above chance even for the "unambiguous" sentences (59% GP, 54% LC). For both 

types of sentences, participants were faster to respond after "ambiguous" sentences. 

Mitigating factors such as differences between the structures and participant-related 

variables will be discussed. 

  

Conclusions: GP and LC structures are processed similarly online, despite their 

structural difference; the results taken together suggest that the parser fails to compute 

a coherent global structure for such sentences, salvaging only a local, "good-enough" 

parse and interpretation (Ferreira & Patson, 2007). Because parsing theories assume 

that the previous structure of the current sentence is a major determinant of the 



ongoing parse, this result raises questions about both the assumption and theories. 

GP/LC structures do not result in stable interpretations. Precisely what is indicated by 

eye movement patterns traditionally associated with disambiguation/reanalysis must 

be reconsidered in ongoing formulations of future processing theories. 

 

TABLE 1: Descriptive Statistics for Reading and Response Time Data 

Sentence Type Garden Path 

 

 Local Coherence 

Ambiguity Ambiguous  Unambiguous 

 

 Ambiguous  Unambiguous 

 M SD  M SD  M SD  M SD 

First Fixation Duration 236 54 
 

232 36 
 

 
259 58 

 
230 48 

Gaze Duration 449 141  406 118  332 84  278 90 

Go-Past Time 879 503 
 

611 330 
 

 
630 387 

 
417 217 

Total Time 1272 477  586 358  1147 652  801 431 

Question RT 2492 732 
 

2737 691 
 

 
2870 898 

 
2967 903 
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